
POLITICS AND UTOPIA 

Washington, D. C. 
SIR: I agree wholehdedly with the main thrust of 
Mr. Thomas Molnar’s attack on utopianism in inter- 
national dealings (Worldoiew, January, 1959). Be- 
cause I agree, I am particularly disappointed that he 
has weakened the force of his argument by staking 
out needlessly rigid positions on certain secondary 
issues, especially Quemoy and Algeria. 

Concerning Quemoy, he writes: “The military im- 
portance of the, off-shore islands may be great or 
little. The prestige of the Western powers in general, 
and of the United States in* particular-their ability 
to stand by their friends-is, on the other hand, enor- 
mously important . . .” Then Mr. Molnar moves on 
to other issues, but I do not think the subject can 
be left there. It is precisely because the off-shore 
islands are now worthless and may very soon be 
militarily indefensible that I and many others object 
to mortgaging Western prestige to their defenses. 

Our prestige is important and ought not to be com- 
mitted lightly. Berlin and South Korea and Formosa, 
for example, may be hard to defend but they are 
prizes worth defending and have symbolic and ma- 
terial value that makes them worth taking a stand 
for-Quemoy and Matsu do not. Neither did the 
Tachens which were abandoned with no loss back 
in 1955. .The off-shore islands should not have been 
abandoned last fall when under direct &e but now 
that the crisis has once again abated, we should 
strengthen our position by liquidating the worthless 
and the potentially indefensible. 
My second objection is to the identification Mr. 

Molnar makes between maintaining a firm Western 
position and the hanging-on of the French in Algeria. 
I agree that France is very important to the Western 
alliance. I think Algeria should be allowed its free- 
dom because I think the Algerian War is draining 
fhnce of vital strength. Money squandered in the 
desert war could be used to modernize the French 
industries, to end the chronic housing shortage, to 
build the laboratories and school facilities that would 
enable France to achieve new scient& and techno- 
logical eminence. 

Let us not forget that it is an entire generation of 
Young French men and women who are paying for 
the Algerian War very dearly in terms of lost oppor- 
tunities in education, in science, and in industry. This 

is the view of Mendes-France and, one suspects, of 
de Gaulle himself. No one should believe that the 
F.L.N. would usher in a democratic utopia if Algeria 
were free of French control-on this point Mr. Mol- 
nar is right. But likewise no one, in my opinion, 
should believe that the long, bloody, expensive war 
to impose- on Algeria n control the majority do not 
want is strengthening France or the West. 

Notwithstanding these dissents to the way in 
which Mr. Molnar applies his general views, I want 
to reiterate my agreement with those views and to 
congratulate him for his vigorous, persuasive state- 
ment of them. 

‘WILLIAM V. SHANNON 
The New York Post 

MR. MOLNAR REPLIES: I was surprised to.read 
the editorially added sub-title to my article on ”Poli- 
tics and Utopia” (January, 1959), according to which 
in my view “power has its own morality.” This I 
never said, this I do not believe. On the contrary, I 
believe that power and morulitrj are two distinct 
realities (which must come to terms at some point), 
and that nations and statesmen must apportion them 
judiciously in their realistic conduct of international 
transactions. 

WorZduiew, in ik January editorial Varieties of 
Utopianism,” and Mr. Herman Reissig in his letter 
published last month, criticize me on two points: 
first, that when I attack the utopians in our midst, 
I “beat an almost-dead horse”; and second, that I at- 
tribute to Nwer an almost exclusive role in inter- 
national af€airs: “without limits,” as Mr. Reissig 
states. 

Now I agree that nobody has ever seen a “utopian” 
in the purely distilled condition in which my oppo- 
nents demand that I exhibit one. (The poor creature 
would long ago have evaporated and would now be 
waiting for us in its nowhere paradise.) But I do 
know many people whom I may, in good conscience, 
call utopians in the gioen situutions I mentioned in 
the article, and other, similar situations: those who 
would give up, or make concessions on Berlin and 
Formosa, who stress for unilateral nuclear disarma- 
ment (Linus Pauling and Bertrand Russell among 
them), who believe that with every new African 
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nation a new and authentic voice is added to the 
Western chorus of democracy, who, casting tradition 
and philosophy out of their minds and spurred by 
no other mental image than that of the ”nuclear 
holocaust,” suggest that we reconsider the very con- 
cepts of good and evil. 

Why do I call these people “utopian”? First, be- 
cause they do not understand the nature of the 
enemy who considers every concession-and even the 
discussion of concession-as a crack in the Western 
armor, a possible point which, skillfully exploited, 
may divide the Western allies. That many believe in 
just such concessions is demonstrated by Senator 
Mansfield‘s utopian suggestion that we renounce free 
elections as a means of reuniting Germany and help 
place Greater Berlin under the policing force of a 
mixed East-West German militia. Perhaps the Sen- 
ator has never heard of the fate of the post-war coali- 
tion governments in Poland, Hhgary and Czecho- 
slovakia. They too began by being “mixed.” 

I call these people ”utopian,” in the second place, 
because they do not understand the nature of power, 
and think of it as an ariomaly in the twentieth cen- 
tury. This is implicitin their philosophy, too: in their 
monistic system the concept of force must be angel- 
izdd (otherwise morality would have no place in it) 
or expelled, 

I call these people “utopian,” in the third place, be- 
cause they have a strange prefererice for discharging 
insoluble problems into the lap of world organiza- 
tions, refusing to understand that these organizations 
are only instruments of diplomacy and power-politics, 
not embodiments of mankind’s collective happiness, 
present or future. As instruments, they can be used 

and maneuvered by ideological or power-groups; but 
since this is usually done with exalting slogans, the 
utopian is unable to resist the mirage these slogans 
promise him. 

What is the alternative to utopianism? Mr. Reissig 
would like to put a word in my mouth, but I refuse 
to swallow it; he says I want our statesmen to meet 
“all hard, facts with hard steel.” I never said that; 
what I do say is that they should meet hard facts (for 
example, the Communist will to expand) with hard 
facts (our unyielding firmness). 

Hard facts, in my vocabulary, may of course mani- 
fest themselves as a need for programs of economic 
aid, etc., but also as a clear decision to use whateoer 
weapons we have. Otherwise we may have to adopt 
that great logician Bertrand Russell’s choice. Lord 
Russell derisively asks if the “realists” have consid- 
ered that war would expose the neutral nations to 
“nuclear holocaust.” I should like to ask Lord RUS- 
sell if he has considered that through unilateral &- 
armament we would expose them, and ourselves, to 
a Soviet concentration-camp regime. 

With Mr. Shannon I have, I am pleased to see, no 
important disagreement. He and I may think differ- 
ently about the State Department’s stand on the off- 
shore islands now, but we agree that it was wise not 
to evacuate them last fall. The same applies to Al. 
gena, except that in my opinion a Communist en- 
circlement of Europe’s “soft underbelly” (which is at 
least a possibility with an independent Maghreb 
blocking French presence in the rest of.Africa too) 
is one of the fatal blows that can strike the Western 
world. 
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